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ABSTRACT
Lipodissolve, to reduce superficial deposits of fat, has gained popularity in recent years. A simple solution of
phosphatidylcholine in deoxycholate evolved around 2004 and has been used by two collaborating physicians in Minnesota.
Their experience encompassing 1,616 patients receiving a total of 15,122 treatments is described. Relatively modest
volumes of injections produced satisfactory and smooth results in 74.5 to 86.5 percent of the patients in the two practices.
No serious complications developed. Minor and rare side effects included pain, lightheadedness, tender nodules,
pigmentation, and ulceration in two patients. The authors offer useful tips to enhance safety, effectiveness, and patient
satisfaction with the procedure. (J Clin Aesthet Dermatol. 2012;5(10):16–19.)

ocalized injections of phosphatidylcholine (PC) with
deoxycholate (DC) to reduce superficial deposits of
fat have gained popularity in the United States since
the turn of the century. Initially, different practitioners
added multiple other ingredients, including L-carnitine,
aminophylline, collagenase, various vasodilators, and
hyaluronidase. A standard formula with PC and DC as
essential ingredients was then introduced in Europe and
adopted by the American Society of Aesthetic LipoDissolve
(ASAL) in the United States around 2004. Since then,
several hundred physicians in the United States have
treated thousands of patients.
The mechanism of action of the mixture is similar to that
of bile, wherein DC (a bile salt) breaks down the ingested
fat cells, and PC assists the digestion and drainage of
released fat,1 but mostly protects the neighboring mucosa
from the corrosive action of DC.2–4 It has been shown that
when injected in subcutaneous fat, DC alone leads to
adipocyte death5; however, there is less pain, bruising, and
induration when combined with PC.6 Once the fat cells are
destroyed, they are slowly removed by the macrophages
(foam cells) in the concomitant inflammatory response,7
resulting in fat reduction in the treated area, while at the
same time newly laid down collagen tightens the overlying
skin. The techniques, efficacy, and side effects of
lipodissolve have been the subject of several reports over
the past five years.8–10

L

The following is a report of 1,616 patients who received
15,122 treatments of lipodissolve during the last 6 to 7 years
by two Minnesota physicians who were a part of the ASAL.
The results are described herein, followed by useful tips to
enhance safety, efficacy, and patient satisfaction.

AREAS TREATED
Abdomen, flanks, outer thighs (saddle bags), posterior
upper thighs (banana roll), and anterior thighs (mostly
cellulite) were the most common areas treated. Back, arms,
and chin/jowls were less common.

METHODS
The areas were marked by palpating exact outlines. For
example, the abdomen was not injected as a whole, but as
separate areas over the upper, lower, or periumbilical
abdomen, which were marked exactly. Saddle bags were
marked according to exact shape and extended to banana
rolls, if necessary. Icing the area for 4 to 5 minutes seemed
to reduce immediate stinging and pain and was used for
most of the patients at one clinic. PC/DC injections were
placed 1.5cm apart and at a depth of the middle of the fat
pad and slightly more superficially in cases of cellulite to
provide better skin tightening. The volume of the solution
(PC 25mg/mL, DC 21mg/mL) varied from 20 to 30cc per
flank or saddle bag to 40 to 60cc per abdominal area in the
two different practices. A few double chins were treated
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TABLE 1. Cumulative results
RESULTS

PRACTICE A [60mL AVERAGE/Rx]

PRACTICE B [40mL AVERAGE/RX]

Treatments per area

3

4

Patient satisfaction

86.6%

74.4%

Significant pain for up to three days leading to
discontinuation

1.4%

1%

Significant dizziness leading to discontinuation

2.1%

1.5%

Residual pigmentation

1.4%

1.3%

Tender nodules lasting more than two months

1.6%

1.1%

Ulceration

0.39% (2 patients)a

None

Hives

0.39% (2 patients)b

None

a

One patient had a previous diagnosis of Lupus (not disclosed to the authors) and received 40cc of the solution to each saddle bag. The other with upper inner
thigh injections (30cc each side) had been walking with rubbing of the injected areas.
b
Both of these patients had undisclosed soy allergy (usual PC/DC solution is soy based).

with 3 to 6cc. Ultrasound, for a few minutes, was added
before or after injections for the possibility of improved
adipocyte lysis.11,12

RESULTS
All patients had some stinging and pain during, and for
30 minutes after, the procedure, which was reduced
among the patients who received 4 to 5 minutes of icing
before the procedure. A variable amount of swelling and
bruising developed in almost all patients, but mostly
subsided within 10 days. The overall results differed
somewhat depending upon the volume of solution with
each treatment (Table 1).
Practice A, using higher injection volume per treatment
needed fewer treatments, 3 versus 4 per area, than practice
B. The satisfaction rate was slightly better among those
receiving higher injection volume, 86.6 percent in practice
A versus 74.4 percent in practice B. When separated for
body sculpting and cellulite, in practice B, the satisfaction
rates were 81 and 44 percent, respectively. When response
could be easily measured, such as abdominal circumference
reduction in 95 patients, it varied from 0.125 to 3 inches per
treatment, with an average of 1.1 inch. The fat reduction
was generally associated with some degree of skin
tightening, resulting in a smooth appearance. No patient
developed lumpy, bumpy, or uneven appearance, as seen in
some patients after liposuction. Complications were minor
and extremely rare and developed in 1 to 2 percent of the
patients (Table 1). Lightheadedness from hyperventilation,
pain, and prolonged tender nodules were slightly more
common in patients receiving a higher volume of injections
(practice A). Complications of liposuction, such as
pulmonary embolism, hemorrhage, perforation, lidocaine/

epinephrine toxicity, third space fluid shifts, and fat
embolism,13,14 did not occur with lipodissolve.

DISCUSSION
These results, in conformity to others reported in the
literature (cited above), reveal that lipodissolve is a highly
effective procedure in reducing unwanted deposits of
localized fat and that it can tighten the skin to some extent,
providing smooth cosmetic results (Figures 1–4).
This is an observational report, not a prospective study,
so institutional review board approval was not indicated.
Because different areas of the body would show different
amounts of shrinkage (e.g., abdomen vs. arm) and because
the amount of fat being treated is highly variable in
different individuals, the authors felt that they could not
attach significance to circumferential reduction in
centimeters to the entire group, but they have listed the
measured reduction in 100 treated patients. In evaluating
abdominal circumference reduction, the authors did see a
statistically significant diminution (see Table 2). The most
important parameter to the authors for this report was
patient satisfaction with the procedure. The procedure
should be preferred over liposuction for small-to-moderate
areas of superficial fat to avoid possible complications of
liposuction. Fat embolism, one of the complications of
liposuction, has never been reported with lipodissolve. To
the contrary, phosphatidylcholine has been used to treat
fat embolism, such as with bone fractures.15 There has
been some conjecture and/or fear that lipodissolve may
increase cholesterol. However, phosphatidylcholine has
been shown to improve lipids and reduce cardiovascular
risk factors.16–18
Large volumes of PC/DC injections, 100cc per area as
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suggested a few years ago, do not seem
to be necessary. A high degree of
patient satisfaction can be achieved
with as little as 40 to 60cc per
treatment. More treatments may be
needed with lower volumes, but as the
authors’ experience reveals, these
treatments are better tolerated and
with a lesser chance of complications.
Based on personal experience and
review of the literature, the authors
offer the following tips to enhance
safety, effectiveness, and patient
satisfaction with the procedure.

Figure 1. Abdominal treatments, before and after (4 treatments)

SAFETY
• Avoid pregnant patients and patients
with any systemic disease, such as
heart disease, kidney disease, uncontrolled diabetes or hypothyroidism, infections, active or previous
autoimmune disease, or active skin
disorders.
• Avoid patients on aspirin or other
anti-inflammatory drugs and those
with a known bleeding tendency.
• Avoid patients with soy allergy (the
usual PC/DC mixture is soy based).
• Avoid injecting breast or axillary tail
of the breast. Prolonged inflammation could possibly stimulate
malignant cells.
• Avoid injecting around the knees
(too close to ligaments) and below
the knee, as these areas may be more
prone to skin breakdown.
• Inject the minimum volume necessary depending upon the area and
amount of fat, usually 40 to 60cc.
• Injections should be 1.5cm apart and
in the middle of the fat pad. Avoid
injecting too close to the skin or
underlying muscle and fascia.
• Avoid rubbing the area or wearing
garments that are too tight.

Figure 2. Bra/back fat treatments, before and after (4 treatments)

Figure 3. Flank treatments, before and after (4 treatments)

TABLE 2. Reduction in inches
MEANS WITH THE SAME LETTER ARE NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT

18

DUNCAN GROUPING

MEAN

N

NUMBER OF TREATMENTS

A

2.9375

8

3

B

1.8214

21

2

C

1.1483

59

1
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• Patient should avoid putting on
lotions immediately after treatment
to avoid infection. Wait for a few days
until puncture sites have healed.

EFFECTIVENESS
• Select patients with relatively localized areas of soft fat. Firm and fibrous
fat tends not to respond as well.
• In patients with cellulite or skin laxity,
inject somewhat more superficially,
but still at a depth of 5mm, at least.
Avoid patients with excessive skin laxity with minimal underlying fat.
• Palpate and mark the areas to be Figure 4. Under chin treatments, before and after (4 treatments)
treated exactly. For example, some
patients have a contiguous fat pad
and sodium deoxycholate in the treatment of localized fat: a
around the umbilicus, others have a large area below the
double-blind, randomized study. Dermatol Surg. 2008;34(1):
umbilicus or both below and above the umbilicus, and
60–66.
others have multiple areas over the abdomen.
7.
Rose PT, Morgan M. Histological changes associated with
• Ultrasound immediately before or after the procedure
mesotherapy
for fat dissolution. J Cosmet Laser Ther.
may help fat cell lysis.
2005;7(1):17–19.
• Wait for 6 to 8 weeks before re-injecting the same area to
8.
Palmer M, Curran J, Bowler P. Clinical experience and safety
have full effect of the first treatment.

PATIENT SATISFACTION
• Avoid patients with undue expectations, such as obese or
overweight patients who feel this may lead to weight loss
and really thin patients who imagine they have extra fat.
• Go over informed consent and the possibility of even rare
complications. Inform them that there is a possibility of prolonged palpable nodules and pigmentation in a small number
of patients, and pain that may last for three or more days.
• Inform the patient that it may take 3 to 4 treatments per
area to have the desired effect. However, if there is
absolutely no effect six weeks after the first treatment, it
is helpful to have a frank discussion with the patient and
better to avoid further treatment if the patient is skeptical.
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